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Mcdodo CC-2320 car charger, USB-C + USB-A, 30W
Introducing the  Mcdodo CC-2320,  which  will  provide  your  devices  with  fast  and efficient  charging even on the  go.  With  two outputs  -
USB-A  and  USB-C  -  this  car  charger  offers  a  maximum  output  power  of  up  to  30W,  allowing  you  to  quickly  charge  two  devices
simultaneously.
 
Smart charging 
Equipped with a smart chip (Smart IC), the Mcdodo CC-2320 charger is compatible with multiple fast charging protocols, including PD3.0,
QC3.0 and manufacturer-specific protocols like FCP/SCP (Huawei) and AFC (Samsung), guaranteeing optimized charging times for each
connected device. Support for APPLE 2.4 and Samsung 2APD are other advantages that make it a versatile solution for users of various
smartphones.
 
Compact design and robust construction
The small size and light weight of this car charger make it extremely handy and easy to store. It is created from high-quality aluminum
alloy, which not only gives it a sleek look, but also provides excellent heat dissipation, increasing the safety and life of the device.
 
PPS for Advanced Charging
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With Programmable Power Supply (PPS) technology, the charger adjusts the voltage from 3.3V to 11V at up to 3A, maximizing charging
efficiency and protecting your device's battery.
 
	Manufacturer
	Mcdodo
	Model
	CC-2320
	Material
	Aluminum alloy
	Input
	DC 12-24V 
	Output
	USB-A: 5V⎓3A, 9V⎓2A, 12V⎓1.5A, 18W max ; USB-C:5V⎓3A,9V⎓3A,12V⎓2.5A,30W Max.
	PPS
	3.3V-11V⎓3A
	Total output power
	USB-A+USB-C: 5V⎓3A
	Product size
	24.2 x 24.4 x 47.5mm 
	Weight
	18g

Price:

Before: € 7.995

Now: € 7.50
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